Evaluating, Implementing, and
Managing technologies for businesses
since 2001.

Connectivity

$75+/month/circuit

(depending on bandwidth)

"Internet, MPLS, Fiber, Coax, Wireless"

D | AS | I | T

Business connectivity from over 150 carriers nationwide to provide internet
access and to connect locations together. We also have providers that can
aggregate your spending from multiple carriers into one bill and one service
department. Our project managers will coordinate with customer and vendor.

D

Need to have entire telecom inventory in one easy to use location?
Want to save money by eliminating over-spending and waste?
Like to easily see and manage telecom services and contracts?
Like to have a process for dealing with mobile devices and plans?

$60+/month/site

(depending on features)

"Contact Center as a Service"

D | AS | I | T

Hosted Call Center seats and solutions that allow you have a simple or
complex group of agents with the ability to make and/or receive calls as well as
use advanced routing technologies such as "bots", "speech analytics", "skillsbased routing", and more to maximize productivity and minimize costs.
Need to setup a contact center or replace your existing one?
Want to add features and functionality to your group?
Like to see real-time activity and reporting on agents?
Like to reduce costs associated with contact center?

$80+/month/site

AS | I | T

Need to connect locations together without a big IT staff at a low cost?
Want to easily add redundant Internet you can use?
Like to see and manage what's eating up bandwidth on your network?
Like to see how your connections are performing in real-time?

"Mobile Phones, Devices, and Plans"

CCaaS

(depending on bandwidth)

SD Wan is service that uses on-premise boxes that help make the internet
better/more reliable, view and manager what is using up your internet, connect
multiple offices, and give notifications and reports on how your connections
and network are performing. Installation is very easy.

Mobile/Wireless

D | AS | I | T

Hosted phone systems that easily allows employees to work from home or the
office. Low cost, easy to deploy, with tons of features that let you setup your
offices however you like and easily connect your employees from anywhere.

(depending volume)

Upload your telecom inventory into a system which is managed by our
professional staff. Allows you to see and manage: contracts, tickets, quote
requests, and more for all of your telecom services. Some of our providers can
also manage cell phone and mobile devices as well as pay invoices for you.

"Software Defined Wide Area Network"

"Unified Communications as a Service"

2-4% of monthly spend

"Telecom Expense Management"

SD Wan

$20+/month/seat

(depending on features)

Need to move to hosted solution for work from home?
Want to quickly and easily allow people to work from home?
Like to save money on managing and updating premise-based system?
Like to ____________?

Need to find competitive quotes for Internet and/or MPLS?
Want to add redundant connections?
Like to save money on current connections?
Like to have someone manage it all?

TEM

UCaaS

$500+

(depending plans and devices)
AS | I | T

We help you with all of your mobile devices and plans from the major carriers
including AT&T, Verizon, and Sprint. You can also aggregate your spending
and usage across carriers and easily review and manage your usage plans to
help reduce and avoid overage charges.
Need to save money on mobile phones, devinces and plans?
Want to manage usage and spending across the company?
Like have support for ordering and replacing devices?
Like to lock down end-user devices when accessing the network?

Misc

Market Prices Vary

(depending on product)

"If you need something, we can probably find it"
We have a wide range of products and services from hundreds of providers
across the country and
Need Office365 and GSuite licenses setup and support?
We can take over billing and support for all of your Office365 and GSuite
needs and projects.
Need Telehealth services for medical offices and hospitals?
MetTel has a unique offering for telehealth "in a box" that allows doctors to
connect with their patients using a provided tablet device, blood pressure
cuff, hearrate monitor, and more. It allows them to voice or video chat with
the doctor or nurse and allows them to monitor their health remotely.

Get Started
Schedule a complimentary, no-obligation, call with a
product specialist from City Communications (or any one
of the 150+ vendors that we work with). On the call we
can discuss your current environment, any changes you
would like to make, or upcoming projects that we can help
with. We make it easy, and we are here to help!

D = Direct | AS = AppSmart | I = ntelisys | T = Telarus

(800) 289-1828
www.citycommunications.com

